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Abstract: This research focuses on mining the frequent
patterns occurred in the given Datasets by Generalization of
Association Rules. Frequent pattern mining is a significant as
well as interesting problem in the research filed of Data Mining.
Building of frequent pattern tree (FP tree), frequent pattern
growth (FP growth) and association rule generation are
implemented to find the repeated patterns of data. FP tree
Construction Algorithm is mainly used to compact a vast database
into a extremely compressed, seems to very tiny data structure;
hence eliminates the repeated scanning of database. The role of
FP growth algorithm is to discover the frequent patterns with FP
tree structure and construct the generalized association rules
corresponding to the learning data. FP growth algorithm
obtained best results as compared with conventional Apriori
algorithm. This research provides some practical real time
applications pertaining data mining techniques in the field of
learning, education, marketing, finance and so on.
Keywords: Data mining, Concept hierarchy, FP growth
algorithm, Association rule.

I. INTRODUCTION
The work mainly deals with information of multi level
hierarchy and process of mining the frequent patterns are
integrated by providing users with skilled learning demands
and various learning proposals to learners. The main
objective in this research is employing the FP growth that
allows mining the entire set of repeated patterns with FP tree
with the help of fragment growth patterns and subsequently,
generates the association rules. Discovering patterns from
huge databases and consuming the related information in
different aspects is referred as data mining. It helps in various
disciplines as given in Fig.1 for searching appropriate
solutions of their problems [1].
In data mining, FP growth algorithm performs FP tree
construction and achieves proficient mining on this tree.
Association rule generation process searches for interesting
relationship among the data and the rule is generated from the
tree [2]. While constructing FP tree, frequent access rule will
be produced from the combination of conditional frequent
patterns. As a result, pruning technique is implemented to
eliminate the items that occurred in the same group.
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Fig. 1. Interdisciplinary structure of Data mining
The preliminary motivation of producing association rules
replaces the drawbacks of market basket analysis [3].
Conventional system is partially based on the dynamic item
counting method (DIC) and probably follows physical
calculation scheme. It is somehow difficult to hit upon the
frequent patterns from the bulky transaction using DIC
method. The Apriori algorithm, a conventional method which
follows a procedure called layer-by-layer iteration [4]. It uses
extra database scans in a repeat manner for tracking itemsets
in the large database. High requirement of the time and
lacking in flexibility of user interaction are the main
complication of processing the large transaction database [5].
To overcome the drawbacks of the traditional system, an
efficient algorithm called FP growth which is used in this
work to mine the frequent patterns from large itemset. FP
growth is an algorithm for generating frequent item sets for
association rules and compresses a large database into a
compact FP tree structure [6]. This research implemented FP
growth algorithm to determine the most frequent data from
the learning dataset. When comparing with apriori algorithm,
FP growth is faster in execution; transaction database doesn’t
require loading in every iteration.
II. MATERIAL AND METHODS
Frequent pattern mining is nothing but finds
remarkable relationship i.e., association or correlation among
huge set of data items. By way of immense quantity of data,
the items are continuously collected and then stored. Hence,
many fields are becoming interested in mining association
rules of their databases to resolve the real time problems [7].
This paper holds four phases in implementing of learning
database as follows. The work flow of the corresponding
modules is depicted in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 3. Concept hierarchy of curriculum scheme

Fig. 2. Working process of modules
A. Filtering
In multiple level association rule mining, the itemset are
represented by means of concept hierarchy. Process of mining
happens at each level in the hierarchy. The top-down
procedure is usually used in concept hierarchy where the
value of support threshold fluctuates from one level to another
level [8]. For example, the organization information of the
learning curriculum system is hierarchically designed as
shown in Fig. 3. It has a unique encoded string referred as
accessing-identifier, which is enclosed by parenthesis for
each identifier.
Table- I: User access database
User ID
Items set
Usr 1
{321, 231,312, 322}
Usr 2
{112, 321,212,111,322,231}
Usr 3
{321, 322, 212,111, 231}
Usr 4
{111,112, ,222,211,212}
Usr 5
{311,211, 112,212}
Usr 6
{111,311,212,112,231}
Usr 7
{231,121,321}
In this scheme, the learning system is constructed as three
levels of hierarchical model. The first level includes the
departments those come under the curriculum whereas the
second level represents the courses belong to the departments.
Finally, the third level enumerates entire items of the learning
courses.In order to specify the minimum support of the
different level of the curriculum scheme, the patterns which
are frequently occurred and relatively hard implications are
found out. The support value should be given as an absolute
significance instead of decimals or percentage. The items that
are lower than minimum support value are filtered out which
is purely depends upon each level of support threshold. Table
1 refers the user access database which includes the itemset of
the curriculum scheme.
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B. FP tree Construction
This phase employs the structure of FP tree helps in
compressing the vast database into a extremely reduced; a
very small data formation, which obviously avoids expensive
and repetitive scanning of database. In accordance with a little
sorted order of frequent items, when two or more user access
data share a common prefix, the sharing information will be
merged via prefix structure method; hence it is easy to build
the tree.
An FP tree is represented as a structure of tree that contains
a root node referred as NULL, followed by collection of items
stated as children of the root called prefix sub-trees; and a
frequent item header table. The prefix sub-trees of each node
further holds three splitting fileds: the name of the item, count,
link of the next node. Count field registers how many
transactions has been done and Next node link refers the next
node of the FP tree to be executed.
The entry takes place in the frequent item header table
mainly has two parts like item-name and head- link where
item-name specifies the name of the item and head-link
always contains the first node of the FP tree [9] [10].

Fig. 4. Flow chart of FP tree construction algorithm
The flow of constructing an FP tree is described in Fig. 4
where the itemsets are used to compress from large database
to small house of data [11]. Here, the construction task is
initiated from filtering of data; then the filtered data is passed
as parameters for tree construction. The scanning is started
once to the access the database followed by collecting the set
of frequent itemsets (K) and checks the supports of each level
and eliminates the unwanted items by means of pruning. The
frequent items are sorted in descending order in order to
create the root node of the FP
tree (T) indicated as φ.
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The frequent items are initially selected, sorted form the
enriched database and listed in the order of l. The sorted item
list from database is said to be [E/e], where E specifies the
first element and e stand for the remaining elements in the list.
Using add_tree (P, N) method recursively to insert the
corresponding nodes to the tree where P represents the name
of the item and N acts as counter. The Next node link helps
this algorithm to add the further nodes of the FP tree.
C. Mining Frequent Patterns
This phase completely belongs to mining process which
means that the frequent patterns are efficiently mined through
FP growth algorithm with the help of FP tree. After mining of
the frequent patterns, the generalized association rules are
required to generate [12]. Here, the process of mining is
started at the base of the header table. Each of the node of the
tree is processing out using minimum support count to
produce the conditional frequent patterns.
FP growth algorithm is used in this phase for finding the
frequent patterns by forming rules using FP tree. Here, the
formatted FP tree is passed as input for generating association
rules. A method called FPGrowth(tree, set) produced the set
of patterns by executing each transactions (T) in FP tree.
Before entering to the tree, the root node of the FP tree and the
list should be cleared. Next, the conditional patterns are
generated from the learning items (set). The algorithm for FP
growth is as follows:
Procedure: FPGrowth(tree, set)
define and clear F-list :F[]
for each Transaction (Ti) in tree do
for each Item Ij in Ti do
f[ij]++;
end
end
sort f[]
define and clear the root of FP-Tree: r
for each Transaction (Ti) in tree do
make Ti ordered according to F:
call ConstructTree (Ti , r)
end
for each Item Ij in pattern p do
call Growth (r, Ti ,set)
end

(1)

D. Pruning
Pruning is the main phase which eliminates the repeated
nodes of the FP tree; therefore it improves the efficiency of
the FP growth algorithm. By merging the conditional frequent
patterns of the FP tree, the frequent accessing rules are
formulated. Afterwards, the pruning removed the duplicated
items from the frequent access rules.
For every frequent access rules, the related encoded strings
are compared excluding the last one. The pruning has to be
done once the compared results are identical; else the rules
should be retained [13]. As of pruned frequent access rules,
the generalized association rules are created for the course
learning systems [14].
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Furthermore, the remaining gaps of each association rule
should be laid down with the interconnection relation of ‘∩’
which ties the related items together. The Association Rule
Generation Algorithm is also constructed in this phase from
the conditional frequent pattern which is created by FP growth
Algorithm which is clearly seen in Table 2. The conditional
frequent patterns that are generated from FP growth
Algorithm are taken as input for this algorithm.
Apriori algorithm is simply finding frequent items set that
satisfy both the minimum support and confidence from the
database. This method organizes the improvement of user
item from results of frequent itemsets with support of pruning
technique. The principle of this a priori is that when the
itemset is classified as a frequent itemset, which has more
support than previously set, then all subsets are also classed as
frequent itemset, and vice versa. Once having a frequent
itemset through apriori method, the corresponding rules are
consequently produced. Accordance with the calculation of
rules with minimum confidence, the rules arrived from the
frequent itemset; hence the calculation of support of the
itemset is not required. The scanning loop of the database
increases many times when we run the apriori algorithm.
FP growth is a substitutionally algorithm which is designed
to overcome the drawbacks of Apriori algorithm. It helps in
determining the majority frequent items of the itemsets from
the course learning database. It follows a special procedure
than the method implemented by Apriori. It is an extra
ordinary method of finding patterns where the mining is done
without any candidate generation. It is capable of building a
deep FP tree in order to compact the the original database.
Since each transaction in the dataset holds many items, FP
growth obviously supports the system of discovering patterns
between items in the transactional database. The fundamental
thing of association analysis is categorized by two rule
evaluation metrics:
Support: It denotes highly occurrence patterns those looking
for the items frequently appeared in the dataset within
transactions. It is an indication for the items that satisfies the
minimum support value in the transactional database. The
value of the item support is calucated by

Confidence: Once the highly occurence patterns are
discovered, then generalized association rules which satisifies
the minimum confidence are created. It denotes how
frequently the rules have been established to be true. The
confidence is defined by the following formula.
(2)
where x, y are the itemsets, N refers the total number of
transactions.
denotes the items appear both in x and y.
specifies the items only in x not in y.
Table- II: Association rule generation
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Fig. 6. Construction of FP tree
The frequent patterns from learning dataset are mined
efficiently through generalized association rules that are
displayed in Fig. 7.
There is an implication relation to be inserted to
make it as a meaningful one. So, the gaps between patterns are
laid down by an interconnection ‘∩’ and the association rules
are formed from pruned frequent access rules.
III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Python is a java based programming language which is
especially designed for data analysis and visualization. The
implementation of work in this paper is carried out through
this language. Before filtering of data, user access database is
transformed to enriched database. According to the minimum
support of concept hierarchical level, the enriched data is to
be filtered. The filtered data is displayed in Fig. 5 with its
individual support count.

Fig. 7. Pruning and generating association rule
The apriori algorithm scans the dataset repeatedly whereas
the FP growth avoids the costly candidate set procedure and
generates the highly condensed database. With the help of
frequent pattern growth methods, many interesting patterns
from learning dataset are mined efficiently as compared with
conventional apriori algorithm.
Fig. 8 shows that the level of confidence and transactions
are seems to be flexible in FP-Growth, hence the time and
error rate are also reduced when judged against apriori
algorithm.

Fig. 5. Filtering of data
Next process is to construct the FP tree as shown in Fig. 6
by means of filtered data. Through FP tree, generating
association rules becomes very easier. Pruning step has also
been done here to remove the unwanted branches or nodes
while building tree.
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Fig. 8. Performance measures of Apriori and FP growth
algorithm
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IV. CONCLUSION
This work proposed an improved frequent mining
algorithm in seeking the frequent patterns in course learning
curriculum scheme. According to the performance result, FP
growth algorithm is highly efficient in mining the frequent
patterns; less error rate and less time to execute the dataset
than the apriori algorithm. Even though, FP growth method
discovered the competent mining of frequent patterns using
generalized association rules, FP tree probably may not
robust within memory in some cases, Hence, it is expensive to
build and explosive quantity of lacks in good candidate
generation method. Future research can combine FP tree with
candidate generation method to resolve the existing demerits.
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